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Abstract. We study the well-posechiess of a class of models describing heat transfer
by conduction and radiation. For that purpose we propose an abstract mathematical
framework that allows us to prove existence, uniqueness and the comparison principle
for the weak solution with minimal or almost minimal a priori assumptions for the data.
The theory covers different types of grey materials, that is, both semitransparent and
opaque bodies as well as isotropic or nonisotropic scattering/reflection provided that the
material properties do not depend on the wavelength of the radiation. To demonstrate
the use of the abstract theory we consider in detail two examples, heat transfer between
opaque bodies with diffuse-grey surfaces and a model with semitransparent material and
specularly reflecting surfaces.

1. Introduction. Heat radiation is a significant factor in heat transfer in many cases,
in particular, when hot bodies are separated by a transparent or semitransparent medium
with relatively low heat conductivity. In fact, these conditions are often already met at
room temperatures—why else would we speak of radiators?

Although the basic physical principles of heat radiation are well understood and there
exists a number of engineering textbooks where a whole hierarchy of different radiation
models are used for practical computations (see, for example, [2], [13], [18], [19]) the
coupling of heat radiation to other heat transfer mechanisms has received surprisingly
little mathematical attention. Concerning the simplest nontrivial case of a conductive
body with nonconvex opaque radiating surface, we are aware of three independent works:
[15], [16], and our previous work starting from [20]. They all study some properties of the
operators related to radiative transfer and show the existence of a weak solution under
some restrictions (no enclosed surfaces, limitations to material properties). The basic
case has been extended to cover several conductive bodies [17], [21] and time-dependent
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Fig. 1. Conductive-radiative heat transfer between two disjoint bodies

problems [12], [21]. In the case of semitransparent media, the analysis has been carried
out in the one-dimensional case with nonreflecting surfaces [9] and in two and three
dimensions with diffusively reflecting surfaces [11].

The mathematical structures discovered independently in the above-mentioned papers
are similar. Therefore, one goal of the present study was to find a general framework,
which includes all of the above cases as well as some models that have not been analysed
before. This framework consists of a set of abstract structural assumptions that allow
us to prove existence and uniqueness for a weak solution in both the stationary and
the time-dependent case. In our opinion, the general theory is important not only for
its own sake but also because the generic theory is needed if one wants to answer on
a rational basis questions such as which simplified models can be used in a particular
situation or which properties of the model should be conserved when designing numerical
approximation methods. Or to put it shortly but provocatively, how to change the "art"
of numerical heat radiation to a science.

We do not consider the most general setting however. We shall restrict ourselves to
grey materials, that is, the radiative coefficients of these materials do not depend on
a wavelength. Also, temperature dependent material properties are beyond the scope
of this paper. The results presented in this work could be generalized to some cases
involving materials with wavelength or temperature dependent radiative properties, but
since this part of the theory has not yet reached full generality, we postpone its treatment
to later works. It seems that the mathematical analysis of non-grey models is entirely
an open field.

In generalizing the theory, we had particulary the following problem in mind. This
problem can be considered as an abstraction of contactless heat transfer in a protected
environment arising, for example, in semiconductor applications and will be examined
in detail in Sec. 3. Let Q = fii U Q2 C R3 denote a union of two disjoint, conductive
and opaque bodies surrounded by a transparent and non-conductive medium; see Fig.
1. We assume that the radiative surfaces E and T are diffuse and grey, that is, the
emissivity coefficient e of these surfaces depends neither on direction nor on wavelength
of the radiation. Now, the stationary heat equation for absolute temperature T reads as

—V • (fcVT) = / in fii U 1^2,
, dT

-k-^— = qr on S U T,
on
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where n is the outward unit normal, k is the coefficient of heat conduction, / is a given
heat source, and qr is the radiative heat ffux, that is, the difference between incoming
radiation u and outgoing radiation p.

qT(x) = p{x) - u{x).

For convex T we can assume the external radiation to be known data. Therefore, the
radiative flux on F consists only of the local emission given by the Stefan-Boltzmann
law, qr|r = ea(T4 — Tq ). Here a denotes the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and Tq is the
effective external radiation temperature. The surface E, however, receives radiation from
other parts of itself, leading to a relation

u(x) = (Kp)(x), on E,

where K is an integral operator with kernel defined on E x E. Finally, we note that the
outgoing radiation p on E is a combination of emission and reflected fraction of incoming
radiation,

p = eaT4(x) + (1 — e)u(x) = ea T4(x) + (1 — e)(Kp)(x).

Solving, for the time being formally, p as a function of T we can write our problem in
variational form as

/ kVTVipdx / {G<jT4)tpds + j eaT4ipds — f fipdx+ f eaTgifds,
Jo, Jt, J r Jn J r

where the operator G is defined as Gv := (/ — K)(I — (1 — e)K)~1ev.
The following aspects complicate the analysis of the above model: First, the radiation

terms on dtt are well defined only if T and ip are in L5(dQ) and, thus, the weak solution
should be sought from the space H1 (il) (1L5(dfl). Second, coercivity is difficult to obtain
because 0. is disconnected: the sole heat conduction part is not coercive in H1^) and
also the nonlocal radiation part on E lacks coercivity in L5(E) since G maps constants
to zero (as one expects no isothermal heat flux). In fact, previously [12], [21], [20] the
coercivity of the coupled problem has been obtained only by assuming that the radiative
surface E is not an enclosure. In this work our aim is to remove such restrictions.

When generalizing the above model we recognize the following steps. First, in each
specific case, we solve the equations governing radiative transport for a given temper-
ature field, which leads us to define the linear radiation operator termed G. If the
radiative system contains also semitransparent materials, the operator G is defined over
semitransparent volumes and opaque surfaces. Thus, in the weak formulation of the ab-
stract problem, we integrate the term GctT4 with respect to a more general measure fi,
measuring both volumes and surfaces. The operator G is then understood as a mapping
from the space Lj] to itself (1 < p < oo). Finally, we postulate the general properties of
the operator G, to be verified in each specific case. In determining these properties, a
coercivity result, which somewhat resembles the inequalities of Poincare and Friedrichs,
plays an essential role. The main tools are certain compactness properties of radiation
operators, interpolation theory of operators and theory of positive operators.

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2 we describe the abstract framework and
state our main results concerning the general conductive-radiative problem. In Sec. 3
we analyse examples of typical conductive-radiative models and show that they fit into
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the abstract framework. First, we consider the example described above (diffuse-grey
surfaces) without any unphysical restrictions on surface emissivity. Secondly, we analyse
heat transfer in semitransparent materials with specularly reflecting surfaces. The rest of
the paper is devoted to the analysis of the abstract model. In Sec. 4 we prove the existence
of solutions in the stationary case by showing that our problem is pseudomonotone and
coercive. In Sec. 5 we prove the uniqueness via the comparison principle using an idea
borrowed from the analysis of nonlinear heat conduction [10]. Section 6 provides L°°-
estimates in the stationary case utilizing the Moser iteration technique. The existence
and uniqueness as well as the comparison principle for the time-dependent case are proved
in Sec. 7.

Notation. For a, Borel measure /z, we denote the duality between Lp and L® by

(UjV)^ := / uvdfj,, ueLl and v G L®,
J AUE

when 1 < p < oo and p and q are conjugate exponents, that is, l/p + l/q = 1. For an
operator H that maps Lp^ to itself for every 1 < p < oo, we extend the common notion
and say that H is symmetric if (Hu,v)M = {u,Hv)fl for all u £ Lp and v £ L® and for
the pair of conjugate exponents I < p, q < oo. Further, we call an operator H positive
if u > 0 implies Hu > 0, and denote the positive and negative parts of a function by
either sub- or superscript: u+ = u+ = max(u, 0) and u~ = U- — max(—it,0). Finally,
we denote by C > 0 different positive constants appearing in the proofs.

2. Abstract framework. In this section we introduce an abstract formulation for
a family of conductive-radiative models and state our main results. Some concrete ex-
amples of models that are covered by the abstract theory will be discussed later in Sec.
3.

We begin with conduction. Let f2 = fii U il.2 U • • • U ilk C R" (n = 2,3) denote
the union of open, bounded, connected and disjoint sets containing the conductive parts
of the system. The boundaries dftk are assumed Lipschitz as well as other surfaces in
this work. We denote by T a subset of Oil where local heat transfer (i.e., "radiation to
infinity" or convective heat transfer) occurs and define an operator A through

(Au,v) := / ciijdiudjvdx+ / C|u|p_1utids, (2.1)
Jq J r

where the summation convention is understood, p > 0, and the coefficients a.ij as well as
( > 0 are bounded. The natural domain for the operator A is

H1(Q)n^+1(r),

where the measure 7 is the surface measure of F weighted with the coefficient C, i e.,
~/(B) = frnP((s) ds for a Borel set B cl". The null space of A is denoted by

J\f(A) = {ueHl (fi) n LP+1(F) : Au = 0}.

We assume that {a^ } is strictly elliptic, that is,
(HI) There exists a constant C > 0 such that

(Au, u) > C I | Viz,|2 dx for all u £ H1 (O).
■hi
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The domain of the nonlocal radiation models is contained in the sets A and E. A C
denotes an open set containing the material that is semitransparent to radiation whereas
E denotes the union of opaque and oriented surfaces where nonlocal surface radiation
occurs (thus E fl T = 0). Note that neither A nor E are in general connected. The
optical activity in A U E is characterized by a nonzero measure ^,

n{B) = / w\(x) dx + i»s(s) ds, for every Borel set Bel",
J\nB JEnB

where wa £ L°°(A) and wj; £ L°°(E) are nonnegative. The radiative heat exchange in
A U E is represented by a nonlocal operator G, which is assumed to satisfy:

(H2) G is a linear operator from Vf\ to itself for 1 < p < oo.
(H3) Both G and its adjoint G* satisfy Gl > 0 and G* 1 >0.
(H4) Both H := I — G and H* are positive.
(H5) G can be written also as G = E — F where £ is a multiplication operator,

(Eu)(x) = e(x)u(x) with 0 < eo < e(x) < 1, and F is a compact operator in
for 1 < p < oo.

Further, we define the null space of G as

M(G) m. {u € Lj, : Gu = 0},

and assume that
(H6) M(A) D jV(G) = {0}.
(H7) For q > 0, \u\qu £ Af{G) implies u £ J\f{G).

The condition (H3) means that in the isothermal case either radiative heat flux is zero
(Gl = 0) or part of the radiation is escaping the system (Gl > 0). The conditions
(H6) and (H7) ensure the coercivity by linking the disjoint conducting and radiating
components to each other and (H7) basically says that the null space of G consists of
piecewise constants.

In this work we consider the following two problems. First, in a stationary case our
problem reads as: Given / £ V*, find u £ V such that

{Qu, v) := (Au, v) + [ (G\u\6u)v d/.i = (/, v) Vv € V, (2-2)
J AUE

where the solution space V is given by

v = H\n) nL^(AuE) nLP+1(r).

We note that the space V is reflexive by the arguments given in [4]. Observe also that
since the Stefan-Boltzmann law is physical only for nonnegative values of temperature,
we can replace the term u4 by |tt|3w for mathematical convenience.

Secondly, we consider the time-dependent counterpart of (2.2): For / £ X* and
u0 £ L2(Q), we seek u £ W such that

(u'(t),v)v + (Qu{t), v)v = {f(t),v)v, (2.3)
u(0) = u0, (2.4)

for all v £ V and almost all t £ [0,T). Here the operator Q is defined as in (2.2). Note
that to simplify the presentation we assume p = 1 on T in the time-dependent case. The
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spaces X and W are defined as

X = L2(0, T; H\n)) n L5(0. T; L®), (2.5)
= (2.6)

Finally, our main results can be crystallized as:

Theorem 1. Under the above hypotheses, the following hold:
(i) There exists a unique solution to (2.2).

(ii) If u0 G L5(Q) and f(t) satisfies

f{t) G L2((0, T)xQ) + L5+6{0, T; L5/3+<5(E U T))

for some S > 0, then there exists a unique solution for (2.3)-(2.4).
(iii) Both problems (2.2) and (2.3)-(2.4) satisfy a comparison principle (as specified in

Sections 5 and 7).
(iv) If / G Lq(Q) + Lq(Y. U dQ) for some q > 2, then the solution of (2.2) is in

L°c(^)nL00(EU^).

Remark 2.1. If temperature is prescribed on a part of dSl, then the results in Sections
4-6 are valid also in this case (of course, the definition of the function spaces must then
be changed). However, to keep the presentation simple, we do not discuss this aspect in
this work.

3. Physical models. In this section we illustrate the abstract theory with concrete
examples. First, we recall and extend the models with diffuse-grey surfaces studied in
[12], [15], [17] as well as in our earlier works [21], [20]. Secondly, we study heat transfer in
a semitransparent material with specular boundary reflections. The model with specular
reflections is challenging since it requires the directional distribution of radiation to be
taken into account. Let us also mention that our analysis of semitransparent material
with diffuse boundary reflections [11] offers another example which fits into our frame-
work. In the final subsection we discuss models with several conducting and radiating
components. For a more detailed description of the physics we refer to [18], [19], [13],
and [2].

3.1. Radiation on diffuse-grey surfaces. We investigate next the problem posed in the
introduction; see Fig. 1. Our conductive-radiative system 0 = U C K3 consists of
two conducting and opaque bodies that are in contact by radiation through a transparent
medium bounded by a diffuse-grey surface E. The surface E is assumed to be an enclosure
(i.e., IR3 \ E is nonconnected). We recall from the introduction the heat equation for
absolute temperature T,

-V ■ (jfeVT) = / in Q, (3.1)
BT

-k— = ea(T4 - rn4) on T, (3.2)
on

—k^~ = qr = p — u on E, (3.3)
on
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with the incoming radiation p and the outgoing radiation u related by

u = Kp, p = ecrT4 + (1 — e)u = eaT4 + (1 — e)Kp. (3-4)

Note that the physical values of the emissivity e = e(x) are limited by 0 < e(x) < 1. The
integral operator K can be derived as follows: We denote by 5 the set of all directions,
that is, surface of a unit sphere in R3 and by d = d(x,u) the distance of x 6 £ from
the surface £ itself in the direction of —ui. Then, the incoming radiation u(x) consists
simply of the outgoing radiation from every other point of £ that reaches x:

u(x) = J p(x — cLo)(uj ■ n(x))+cku =: (Kp)(x).

This can also be written in Cartesian coordinates by introducing the change of variables
y = x — du,u = (x — y)/\x - y\,du) = n(y) ■ (x - y)\x - y\'3 dy,

/ yr w . f n(y) ■ (x — y)n(x) ■ (y — x) . , ,
(.Kp)(x)= /  1 \'4  '-E(x,y)p(y)dy,

Jt. n\x-y\4
where n is the outward normal and S is the visibility factor:

I 1 if x and y see each other,
E(z,y)= / (3.5)

[0 otherwise.

Here the statement "x and y see each other" means that there is no opaque material
between x and y (i.e., xy fl fl = 0 in this example).

Lemma 1. Let 1 < p < oo. Then the operator K maps LP(T,) to itself and
(i) K is symmetric,

(ii) K is positive and compact,
(iii) K 1 = 1 and ||A'||Lp(E) = 1,
(iv) the eigenvalue 1 of if is simple.

Proof. For the proof of (i)-(iii) see [20]. To prove (iv), we note that if there is a
set M C £ of positive surface measure such that u > 0 in M and x sees M, then
(.Ku)(x) > 0. Hence, there is an integer N such that the operator K has strictly
positive kernel. Consequently, the eigenvalue 1 is simple according to the Doob-Krein-
Rutman Theorem [3]. □

To resolve p from (3.4), we have to show that the operator I — (1 — e)K is invertible
in L5'4(£). In our previous works [20], [21] and [11] this has been obtained assuming
e > £o > 0. To show that also the materials with arbitrary low emissivities can be
treated, we assume next only that e is nonnegative.

Lemma 2. Let 1 < p < oo and 0 < e(x) < 1, e ^ 0. Then the operator I — (1 — e)K
from Lp(£) to itself is invertible and this inverse is positive.

Proof. We shall prove that the spectral radius of the operator (1 — e)K is strictly less
than one. Then the inverse exists and can be written as the Neumann series

OO

(/-(1-e)tf)-i = X;((i-c)/0<,
2—0

which shows that the inverse is positive.
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Since (1 — e)K is compact, it suffices to prove that 1 is not an eigenvalue of (f — t)K.
Thus, suppose there is u G Lp(£) such that (1 — e)Ku = u. Then, since (1 — e)K is a
positive and compact operator, we have u > 0, and hence

[ uds= [ (1 — e)Kuds= / uds— / eKuds, (3-6)
./s J £ is J E

according to (ii) and (iii). Therefore, eKu = 0 a.e. on S and hence Ku = u. Now, from
(iv) it follows that u is a constant, but since (1 — e)Ku = u, this constant has to be
zero. □

Now, we are ready to formulate the problem (3.1)-(3.4) in the abstract form. First,
assuming T € L5(£), and solving p from (3.4), we have

qr = {I - K)p = (I - K)(I - (1 - e)Ky1eaT4 := GaT4, (3.7)

or, alternatively, by rearranging the terms in (3.4),

qv = eoTA - eu = eaT4 - eK{I - (f - e)K)~1eaTi, (3.8)

which physically means that qr is composed of the difference between emitted and ab-
sorbed radiation. Then, defining the mapping A from i/1(fi) D L® to (H1^) H L®)*
by

(3.9)(AT,ip) = / /,'VT • dx + / ecrlT^Ttpds
.7 si ./r

and setting dp = <j ds, we can write our problem in a weak form as

(AT,<p) + j G\T\zT<pdli= (f,<p) V^e V :=H\n)nLlnL^

where / now contains also the data term on F. We examined this formulation already in
[20], [21], and proved that the operator H I — G is symmetric, positive and satisfies
HI = 1. However, the disadvantage of this formulation is that now Eu = e(x)u and
Fu = cK(I — (1 — e)K)~1eu so that the assumption (H5) holds only if e > eo > 0.
Fortunately, other alternatives to choose p and G exist.

The trick is to formulate the problem a bit differently by defining a measure p such
that dp = eads. Then, setting

G = I - H = I - K(I - (1 - e)K)~1e,

we have

I G\T\3Tip dp = [ G\T\3Tip dp.
Jz ./£

Moreover, the properties (H2)-(H5) for G can easily be deduced from the corresponding
properties of G. without assuming e strictly positive.

It remains to verify the hypotheses (H6) and (H7). Now, the space JV(A) consists
of functions that are constant in 02 and zero in Hi provided k and C = elr are chosen
properly. Therefore, if we can prove that 1 is a simple eigenvalue of H. we are done.

Lemma 3. Let 0 < e{x) < 1 and e / 0. Then 1 is a simple eigenvalue of the operator

H:L\~ Li.
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Proof. We shall prove that HN has a strictly positive kernel for N large enough. Then
the result follows from the Doob-Krein-Rutman Theorem [3].

Let u £ Lj-t be nonnegative and suppose M C S is a set of positive /j-measure such

that u\m > 0. Our aim is to show that HNu > 0 /x-everywhere on E. For that we
estimate

Hu = -e)KYeu
2—0

> Keu + K[(l - e)K]Neu.

Before the general case we distinguish two special cases: e < e\ < 1 on E (globally
reflecting surfaces) and 0 < eo < e on E (globally absorbing surfaces). In the reflecting
case we observe that K[(l—e)K]Neu > 0 on E for sufficiently large N (iterated reflection).
Similarly, if e > eo we have that (Ke)Nu > 0 for some N (iterated re-emission).

For the general case we have to combine the above cases. Suppose H is not strictly
positive everywhere. This happens only if all possible reflection paths from M to some
subset of E go via the fully absorbing part of E. On the absorbing part we can proceed
with the re-emission argument however. Hence we can deduce that HNu > 0 on E. □

Remark 3.1. If E is not an enclosure (i.e., R™ \ E is connected) the analysis can be
carried out almost as above. The main difference is that 1 is no longer an eigenvalue
of K or H, since part of the radiation can escape the system. In fact, this makes the
analysis easier as the operators K and H become contractive; see [21]. Moreover, if there
is a radiation arriving from outside of the system, additional data terms appear in (3.2)
and (3.3).

3.2. Semitransparent materials. Let ft C R3 be a bounded domain occupied by con-
ductive and semitransparent material and, to simplify presentation, assume additionally
that ft is convex. In this case, the heat equation is augmented with a volumetric heat
sink (or source) hr due to radiation,

-V ■ (jfcVT) = / - hr in ft. (3.10)

On the boundary we prescribe

-fc^=C(T-T0) on On, (3.11)

where T0 is the exterior temperature. Note that if £ = 0, then Af(A) is nontrivial and
the radiative part has to be analysed carefully in order to satisfy condition (H6).

We derive next the radiative heat source hT. To stress the structural similarity between
the semitransparent model and the surface radiation model we redefine some notation
used in the previous subsection. hT is subject to losses by emission, which due to the
Stefan-Boltzmann law is proportional to 4<rT4, and gains by absorption, which is pro-
portional to photon density. The density of photons at x G ft with direction u £ S is
described by the radiation intensity u(x,u>), S denoting the surface of the unit sphere.
Hence,

hT(x) — / K(x)—T4(x) — K,(x)u(x,uj)duj, (3-12)
Js n
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where we have used Kirchoff's law stating that the emission coefficient k > 0 is equal
to the absorption coefficient. The intensity u is governed by the following transport
equation:

u) • Vxu + (3u = k—T4 + Su in SI x 5, (3.13)
7T

u\r. =1Z(u\r+)+q°°, (3.14)

where q°° = q°°(x,uj) accounts for inflow due to external radiation, S and 1Z are linear
scattering and reflection operators and T+, F_ denote the outflow and inflow boundaries

r+ = {(x,w) G dfl x S : uj ■ n(x) > 0}, (3.15)
r_ = {(x, u;) G dfl x S : uj ■ n(x) < 0}. (3.16)

The physical interpretation of the above transport equation is the following: (3 > 0
is the attenuation coefficient describing the ability of the material to absorb and scatter
radiation. On the other hand, intensity is increased by emission (the term koT /n) and
redirection of radiation due to scattering (the term Su). On the boundary, radiation is
partly transmitted through and partly reflected back. Here we shall restrict ourselves to
the specular reflection operator

(7Zu)(x ,lu) = a(x, l>)u(x,lj — 2(u! ■ n)n) {x,u) G T_, (3-17)

which is both widely used in practice and also mathematically challenging. Another
typical and somewhat simpler example is given by the diffusive reflection operator

q(^) r
(7Zdu)(x) =  / u(x,uj)(u> ■ n(x))+du (x,w) G F_,

n Js
which we studied in [11]. Also, a linear combination of specular and diffusive reflection
is sometimes used in applications. Note that the inflow term q°° depends on the type of
boundary reflections. For example, assuming specular reflections and that the exterior of
£1 is at uniform temperature To with emission coefficient kq, we have an inflow q°°(x, uj) =
(1 - a(x,uj))K0aT(f /it.

We define the scattering operator as

(Su)(x,ui) = / q(x,uj',lu)u(x,uj') dtv',
Js

where the scattering kernel g > 0 describing changes from the flow direction u>' to ui is
assumed given. From data of the model we assume that

(i) 0 < a < oti < 1,
(ii) k > Ko > 0 and /3 are bounded,

(iii) g(x,uj',Lo) = q(x,lo,lu') for all uj, uj' G S,
(iv) g00 G L6'5(r_) with respect to the measure (u ■ n)~ dujdx on F_.

Recall also that since no photons are lost, k, g and (3 are related by

k(x) + / g(x, uj', uj) dui' = p(x, ui). (3.18)
Js

We must admit that the assumption (i) excludes some physical cases where total reflection
occurs near grazing angles (i.e., a(uj) = 1 if \uj ■ n\ < 6). To our knowledge, the analysis
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of the radiative transfer equation (3.13)-(3.14) for general specular reflection coefficients
is an open question, even in the purely radiative case.

The next step is to reformulate the problem (3.10)-(3.14) to reveal the desired struc-
ture. The trick is to define the relative emission coefficient

{k{x)/S3{x,w) in fix 5,
e(x,uj):={ (3.19)

10 on r_,

the combined scattering and reflection operator

(Ru)(x,u>) :
13 1Su if (x,u) G f] x S,
IZu if (x,uj) g r_,

and a data term

Now, defining p as

we have

q(x,u>) =
0 if (x,ui) 6f!xS,
q°° if(x,w)er_.

p = e—T4 + Ru + q inf2xS'ur_, (3.20)

w • S7xu + pu = (3p in f2x5, (3-21)

u|r_ = p, (3.22)

which can be integrated to get

u(x,uj) = exp —
rd(x,Uj) \

/ /3(x — su,u>) ds J p(x — d(x,u>)u/,u>)

rd(x}u) ( rt \ (3.23)
+ / exp I — / /3(x — sw, to) ds ) (3(x — tu>, ui)p{x — tu>, u>) dt

=: (Kp)(x,w),

where d(x,ui) denotes the distance from x to the inflow boundary in the direction —ui.
To summarize,

(7 - RK)p = e-T4 + q infix5ur_. (3.24)
7r

This problem will be analysed with respect to the measures v+ and

v±{B) = / f3du)dx+ (uj-n^duds
JaxSiib Jr±nB

for a Borel set B cM3 x S.
When analysing K it is often useful to express the solid angle integration in terms of

Cartesian coordinates: For x G ft we substitute y = x — tuj and u> — (x — y)/\x — y\ so
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that dtdui = \x — y\~2 dx and further, for s = x — dtu € <90 the solid angle transforms
into dui = n(s) ■ (x — s)|x — s|~3 ds. Therefore,

JslK«)Mdu = 11(». jfrfi) d«
t(x, s)n(s) ■ (x — s) ( x — s.1

oa—

where

- «r j-/ f[
and similarly, for z G 90,

f T(z,y)n(z) ■ (y - z) / z - y
(A'u)(z,u;)(w ■ n(z))+dw = / ——/3(y)u (y,

? Vn _ 2/1 V - y|
f t(z, s)n(s) ■ (z — s)n(z) ■ (s — z) f z — s

 ; n U S, r 
/an

dy

y — .Q \
ds.

z - s

Note that for nonconvex 0, the visibility factor defined in (3.5) has to be added in the
definition of r(x, y).

Lemma 4. Let 1 < p < oo. The operator K maps V to L^+ with K1 = 1 and
||A"|| = 1. The adjoint operator K* : Lqv i—> LI (q denoting the conjugate of p) satisfies
also K* 1 = 1 and reads as

/ rd* (x,cu) \
(K*v)(x,uj) = exp ( — / f3(x + ds \ v(x + d*(x,tu)ui,u>)

rd*(x,u]) / ,-t \

+ / exp I — / /3(x + sw,u) ds 1 /3(x + tu>,uj)v(x + tuj,uj) dt,

d*(x,uj) denoting the distance of x from the boundary in the direction lj.

Proof. The statement A'l = 1 = K* 1 follows by direct integration.
To derive the adjoint operator K*, let p and q be conjugate exponents and take u G L^_

and v G L?, . Then, writing the solid angle integrals in J vKudu+ in Cartesian form
as above, changing the order of integration of the Cartesian integrals and transforming
back to solid angle integration yields, after some tedious manipulations, J uK*vdv_.

To avoid lengthy notation, we shall estimate the norm of K when (3 is constant and
1 < p < oo. The extension to the general case is straightforward. Using the standard
mollifier r]£(t) in R (i.e., rjE : M —> R is a C°°-function such that f r]£(s — t)f(t) dt —> /(s)
as s —> 0), we may write

rd
e~,3du(x — du) — / rj£(d — t)e~l3du(x — tui) dt + fe,

Jo
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where f£ —> 0 as e —> 0. Hence,

fd
\(Ku)(x,uj)\ < / (/3 + r]£(d-t))e'',3d\u(x-tuj)\dt + |/£|

Jo

< (,0 + T]s(d-t))e~pddt^

X (/ ^ + +l^£l

(A"l) p(A'|w|p)p as e0.

Thus,

J \Ku\p du+ < J K\u\pdu+ = J \u\pK*ldv„ = J \u\p du^. □
Lemma 5. Let 1 < p < oo. The operator I — RK from Lp_ to itself is invertible and
this inverse is positive.

Proof. From assumptions (i) and (ii) on the coefficients ft,/?, a, in conjunction with
relation (3.18), it follows that

R1 < max{l - ko/||/?||oo,Q!i} < L

Since g is symmetric by assumption (iii), also R* 1 < 1, and, hence the argument that
was used to analyse the norm of K shows that ||i?|| < 1. Thus, I — RK is invertible and,
writing this inverse as a Neumann series, we notice that it is also positive. □

Now, we are ready to identify the operators E, F, G and the measure p. First, resolving
p from (3.24) and writing /? = /?• ft//? = /?e we have

ku = kKP = -peK(I - RK)~leT4 + q,
7r

with q = kK(I — RK)~1q. In the light of (3.12) we thus have

a -Lhr = — J /3GUT du> — I qdio,

where GUT4 = eT4 — eK(I — RK)~1eT4. This expression still needs to be scaled in order
to satisfy the hypotheses (H3)- (H5). For this reason, we define the operators G and F
as

GT4 = —[ pG^T4 duj,
4ft7T

FT4 = —
4ft7T

[ /3eK{I - RK)-leT4 du.
Js

In this formulation E is an identity operator since js f3edu/(4kit) = 1. Finally, defining
the measure dp = 4aft dx we have

=Lhr(T)(fdx— / GT f dp— / I / qdu>\ipdx.
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Since L^ C Hl{Sl) we now have V = i?1(f2). Note also that the data term is well defined
since q°° £ L6/,5(r_) implies jsqdu £ L6/5(f2) and 6 L6(f2) C Hl(Q).

The remaining hypotheses (H3)-(H7) are verified in the following lemma.

Lemma 6. Both G1 and G* 1 are strictly positive and M(G) = {0}. Furthermore, the
operator F : t—> Z,p is positive and compact for 1 < p < oo.

Proof. Writing the inverse term in G^ as a Neumann series, we notice that

Gu = e — e(I - KR)~1Ke = e(7 - KR)~\l - K(R + e)).

Furthermore, using the relation (3.18) and the assumption a < a\ < 1, we see that
K(R1 + e) < 1, and, hence

Gl > — / 1 — K(Rl + e) du> > 0,
" 47XK Js

since e(I — KR)~l is a positive operator. Similarly we see that G* 1 >0. Now, since
both HI and H* 1 are strictly less than one and H, H* are positive, we may argue as in
Lemma 8 to get ||//|| < 1, which implies that the null space of G is trivial.

To show that F is compact, we analyse the operator K : Lp_ —» Lp(f2),

(I\v)(x) := J Kv duj.

This operator has integrable kernel, and hence its compactness can be established as for
the weakly singular operators [8]: we define an operator Ke by truncating the kernel
of K in the £-neighborhood of the singularity. Then, Ke is compact since it has a
bounded kernel. Furthermore, ||A'£ — A'|| tends to zero as e —* 0, since the kernel of K is
integrable. □

Remark 3.2. With minor modifications, the above analysis can be carried out for a
class of reflection operators. Then, we only need to assume that the reflection operator
7Z is a positive and contractive mapping from LP(F+) to LP(T_) (defining these spaces
with measures (ui ■ n)± dui dx).

Remark 3.3. In derivation of the above model we implicitly assumed that the radi-
ation is unpolarized. However, if polarization effects are important, they can be taken
into account by replacing the directional intensity u(x,u>) by a more general quantity
u(x,u>,<j)) where </> € [0,7r) is the polarization angle. Naturally, also the relative emis-
sivity e has to be defined for all polarization angles as well as the scattering/reflection
operator R which now has the kernel defined in O x 5 x 5UF_ x [0, tt) x [0, n). Definition
of the relevant function spaces and measures is straightforward.

3.3. Models with several components. We present next a convenient way to charac-
terise condition (H6) in the presence of several conducting and radiating components.

We form a graph whose nodes are the conducting components of the system and
link two nodes if they are in contact by radiation. Further, we say that the conductive
and radiative system is in contact with the environment if one of the following holds:

(i) T has a positive surface measure,
(ii) temperature is prescribed on part of dfl (see Remark 2.1),

(iii) there is a set Z C A U E such that u\z = 0 for all u G Af(G).
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Fig. 2. System with three conducting and two radiating components

We note that in practice (iii) means that part of the radiation is escaping the system.
Now, it is easily seen that the condition (H6) holds if the following two conditions are
fulfilled: (i) the graph describing the system is connected and (ii) the system is in contact
with the environment.

Figure 2 shows a situation that is sufficiently rich to illustrate the above ideas. Here
= fh U f^2 U ^3 is opaque, £ = £1 U £2 is diffuse-grey, A = 0, and "00" denotes

the environment. First, radiative transfer has to be modelled separately on £1 and £2
giving the operators H1 and J?2- Then, by setting (Hu)(x) = (Hiu)(x) for x G Ej,
the properties (H2)-(H5) of H follow from the corresponding properties of the operators
Hi. Note that the surface E2 is open and hence 1 is not an eigenvalue of H2\ see [21].
Consequently, the condition (H6) is now fulfilled no matter which boundary condition is
prescribed on the outer boundary of 0.2-

4. Existence of solutions. In this section we prove that the operator Q : V —> V*
is pseudomonotone and coercive. These properties imply the following existence result;
see Zeidler [23].

Theorem 2. Under the hypotheses of Sec. 2, there exists a solution to (2.2).

Lemma 7. The operator Q : V —> V* is pseudomonotone, that is,

Ui —^ u weakly in V and limi_>00(<5ui,uj — u) < 0

imply

(Qu, u — v) < lim (Qui ,Ui — v) Vv € V.

Proof. According to (H5) we can write G = E — F where F is compact in L°J4. Due
to monotonicity of the operator

(Au,v) := (Au,v) + (E\u\3u, v)^ Vu € V,

it suffices to prove that the mapping u 1—> F\u\3u is pseudomonotone in V.
Let Ui —1 u weakly in V. Then Ui —^ u weakly in L® and Ui —*■ u weakly in Hx(f2).

Thus Ui —» u strongly in L2 since the embeddings Hl{Sl) C L2(A) and c L2(£)
are compact; see [14]. Consequently, it* —> u //-a.e. in AuE and hence also |Mi|3u,: —> |m|3u
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fi-a.e. Therefore, \ui\3ui —1 |u|3u weakly in L5/4 since the sequence {|iti|3u,;} is bounded
5/4in . Finally, the compactness of F implies

(F[u\3u, u-v)y,- (F\ui\3ui,ui - v

= (F(|«|3U - \Ui\3Ui),Ui - v)^ - (F\U\3U,U - Ui)M -> 0

for all v € V. □
The coercivity in the space L® is characterized by the following two lemmas.

Lemma 8. < 1 for 1 < p < oo and (G\u\3u,u) ^ > 0 for all u £ L®.

Proof. Let u £ L* be nonnegative. Then

Hud[L = JuH*ld^i< J ud[.i.
Since H is positive, this implies ||#||li < 1- On the other hand, H( 1 - v/IMU;f) > 0
and thus \\H\\L°° < ||i/l||^cx> < 1. Now, from the Riesz interpolation theorem, it follows
that ||ff ||lp < 1, 1 < p < oo; see [1] for example.

The second result follows from the Holder inequality

(G\u\3u,u)^ > ||«||5, - \\H\u\3u\\lT\\u\\l, > (1 - HtflDIMlls > 0. □

Lemma 9. If u e L^ and u ^ A/"(G), then (G|m|3u, u)m > 0.

Proof. Using positivity of H, we notice that

{G\u\3u, > (GuX,u+)fl + (Gut, u J},,,.
Hence, with no loss of generality, we may assume u> 0 and ||u||i= = L We utilize the
Riesz interpolation technique for positive integral operators [7] to show that

(Flu4, it)M < (w4, u)M = \\u\\5ls if u $ Af(G). (4.2)

Since F is compact it can be presented as an integral operator [22]. Further, using
the standard mollifier of (1 — e)u we may write Hu as

Hu = (1 — e)u + Fu = lim / hs(x, y)u(y) dfi(y)
E—>0 J

with hE > 0 for all e.
Next let pi = 6/5,p = 5/4,p2 = 2 and denote by q\, q, <72 the corresponding conjugate

exponents. Further, choose a = 9/10 so that 1/p — a/p\ + (1 — a)/p2. Then, for u, v > 0,
the Holder inequality gives

J ui^J hevd(j^J d^i = J11 (^J + ~«~^ d/ij d[i
< J u J ^ j h£v^ d^j dfi

< ( I W1 j hEv 1 d/idiu. ) it''* J hev2 dfid/^i

Consequently, taking the limit e —> 0,

)n < (u/M(u,Hv)^ < (u'n , Hvi )u{u"2, Hvp2 )* a
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Now, for v = u4 we obtain

(uZ,HvZ)» < \\u^ \\%\\v£\\% < Nlg||W4||§ = ||«||i» = 1,
J-1 fj. fj, ^ A4 M

q p 5 5
and (uq2, Hv2 )M = (u* ,Hu2 )M so that

(ti, < (u§,Hu%}p. (4.3)

Suppose next (a?, Hui)M = ||u||^5. Then, denoting v = , we have

0 = (w,v - > |M||2 - ||H?;||L2 |M|jt2

and so ||//w||^2 = ||u||j,2. Therefore, since

(v, (I - H*H)v}„ = (v, «}„ - (Hv, Hv)„ = 0,

we have

\\Gv\\2L, = (v, G*Gv)„ = (v, (/ - H)v + {I- H*)v -(I- H*H)v>„ = 0,

which implies u% = v £ A/"(G) and hence also u G 7V*(G) according to (H7). Therefore, if
u Af(G), then inequalities (4.3) and (4.2) are strict. □

Theorem 3. There exists C > 0 such that

(Qu, u) >C min{||w||y, ||u||y } Vw G V, (4.4)

where q = max{p + 1,5}.

Proof. Suppose first that (4.4) is not true if ||u||y > 1- Then, for each integer i there
is iti G V such that ||«i||y > 1 and

INly ̂  •
The sequence tt, = ui/||ui||v satisfies ||iti||y = 1 and

IMv > iC | |Vuj|2 dx + \\ui\\pv 1 J \ui\p+l ds + \\ui\\y(G\ui\3Ui,Ui)

>ic|y \Viii\2dx + J |ui|p+1 ds + (G|ui|3Ui,Uj)M|
(4.5)

according to (2) and Lemma 8. Since {it;} is bounded in V, there is a subsequence (still
denoted by Ui) and u G V such that Ui converges weakly to u in the spaces L5, H1 (f2), and
LP+1(F). Furthermore, Ui —> u strongly in L2(J7), since the embedding HJ(f2) C L2(fi)
is compact. Since ||«j||v = 1, from (4.5) it follows that ||V«i||£2(Q) —» 0. Consequently,
Vu = 0 and therefore u is a constant individually in each connected component of fi.
Hence we have also U{ —> u strongly in H1(0). Now (4.5) implies that

IMIi,F+i(r) <]imi-*oo|Wi||i,p+i(r) = 1™ ||w»l|Lp+i(r) =0.
l—KX)

Thus u|r = 0 and from the Radon-Riesz Theorem we get Ui —> u strongly in LP+1(T).
Applying once more (4.5), we discover that

(G|u,|3Mi,iti)M -+ 0. (4.6)
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Since u, —1 u weakly in L®, we have \ui\3ui —<■ \u\3u weakly in L5J4 and thus

(F\ui\3ui,ui)^ - (F|u|3u,u)m
3„,. _ irl„,|3„, A _ / Cl».|3

<

(F|itj| u, - F|u| - {F\u\Au,Ui - u)M (4.7)

Il-F|ui|3ui - F|u|3tt|| 5/4||ui||L5 + ||u|||s1|F*(ui - u)||ts -> 0
■LJIX H- U f*

since F is compact (hence also F* is compact), u, —^ u weakly in L® implies also
||e1/5u||L5 < linii_+00||e1/5Uj||jrj5 and therefore, from (4.6) and (4.7),

0 = lim (G\ui\3ui,ui)^ > limi^oo(£|wi|3Wi,- limi_00(F|ui|3ui,iti)M
i^°° ^

> (E\u\3il,u)^ - (F|w|3u,w)m = {G\u\3u,u}^.

According to Lemma 9, this implies that u € Af(G). But since also u £ Af(A), condition
(H6) implies u = 0. Furthermore,

\\el/5ui\\ll = (C|wi|3w,,Wi)M - (F\ui\3ui,ui)n -> 0 (4.9)

according to (4.6) and (4.7). Hence Ui —> 0 strongly in L®. Since Ui —* 0 strongly also
in H1(fl) and Lp+1(r), we have Ui —> 0 strongly in V. This is a contradiction since
||uj||y = 1 for every i. The proof for ||u||y < 1 is similar; we only need to replace the
left-hand side of (4.5) with ||u||y. □

Remark 4.1. The left-hand side of (4.4) has a nonstandard form because different
heat transfer mechanisms in (2.2) are comparable to different powers of temperature.
For any a > 0, it is straightforward to modify the proof of Theorem 3 to show that there
exists C > 0 such that

\Mv<c-

for all u € V.

J aijdiudjudx^J + (^J CMP+1 ds^j + G\u\3ud[i

5. Comparison principle. We prove next that our problem satisfies the so-called
comparison principle and has a unique solution. The idea of the proof is borrowed
from Krizek and Liu [10] who analysed a heat conduction problem with a Lipschitz
nonlinearity. In contrast to [10], we have to deal now with a nonlocal problem and
power-type nonlinearity, which makes the modification of the proof nontrivial. In what
follows, we denote the Lebesgue measure in Rn by £.

Theorem 4. Let u\ and u2 be solutions of (2.2), corresponding to right-hand sides
/i,/2 £ V*, and assume that

(fi ~ h, v) > 0 \/v > 0, v e V.

Then U\ > U2 C-a.e. in f2, 7-a.e. on F and /x-a.e. in A U E. Consequently, the solution of
(2.2) is unique.
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Proof. We introduce first some notation and then sketch the main ingredients of the
proof. For e > 0 we denote

flo = {x e : U\{x) < U2(x)},

flE = {x G fi0 : U2{x) - ui(x) > e},

vE = min{f:, (w2 - wi)+}.

We need to prove that /x(0o) + £(f2o) + 7(^0) = 0. We argue by contradiction and
claim first that h(SIq) > 0. The contradiction is shown as follows: First, Theorem 3 and
Remark 4.1 imply

1 We His <c[j^ CLijdiVedjVe dx + (^J CMP+1 ds^j + (J GvEv£ di^j

The next step is to estimate

/ CLijdiVedjVe dx <e\\vs\\Ltife-ge, (5.1)
Jn

yj C\v£\p+1 dsj + GvEv£ d/ij < e\\v£\\Lsfe + he, (5.2)

where fE —> 0 as e —> 0 and h£ — g£ can be ignored when £ is small enough. Finally, these
estimates give

/i(f2e) < e'1 e5 dfij < e_1||w£||L5 < f£ -v 0, (5.3)

which leads to a contradiction. Similarly we can prove that £(f2o) = 7(^0) = 0.
1. Derive the estimate (5.1):

/ a,ijdiVEdjV£ dx — / a,ijdi(u2 — u\)djV£ dx
Jo. Jn

= (h - h,ve) - J C(lu2|p_1u2 ~ [u1\p~1ui)v£ds (5.4)

+ / G(|«i|3ui - \u2\3u2)ve dfi.
J AUE

The last term in (5.4) can be decomposed as

/ G(|ui|3ui - \u2\3u2)v£ dfi = / (\ui\3ui - \u2\3u2)G*ve d/x
J AUS J( AUE)\n0

+ / (|mi|3Wi - \U2\3U2)G*VE dfJ,

+ [ (|mi|3mi - \u2\3U2)G*vEdn.
J£le

The first term in the right-hand side is nonpositive since |wi|3ui — |u2|3it2 > 0 and
G*ve = 0 — H*v£ < 0 in (A U E) \ Qq- To investigate the second term, we note that

\u2\3u2 - \ui|3ui < (u2 - ui)P(|u2|, M), (5-5)
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where P(x, y) = x3 + x2y + xy2 + y3. Thus

/ (|wi|3ui - \u2\3u2)G*v£dn < / (\u2\u2 - \ui\3ui)H*vedfi
Jn0\nc Jn0\nc

< [ (u2 - ui)P(\u2\, \ui\)H*vedfj,
J fio\r2e

< £ / vEH(Xa 0\Qe P{\u2\, |ui|))dn
J Au£' AUE

< £\\veh%fs,
where \n denotes the characteristic function of the set tt and

fe = \\H(xn0\ncP(\u2\, l»il))l|4M - 0 as 0. (5.6)
To summarize,

/ ciijdiVedjVe dx < £\\ve\\L* f£ - gE, (5.7)
Jn

where

g£ = C(MP 1u2-[u1\p 1ui)veds+ / (\u2\3u2 - \ui\3u,i)G*vEdii.
Jr Jn,

2. Derive the estimate (5.2): Note that G*ve = £ — H*ve > £ — H*£ > 0 in fL.
Furthermore,

f Gv4v£ dji < f v4\G*v£\ d/i + f v^G*v£dfi
J Aus J n0\ne J nc

<£b/2 f v3/2\G*v£ \ dfi + £4 f G*vedn

< £bl2\\v^2\\ io/3\\G*v£\\ls ||xo0\nJlz-2 +£4 f G*vedn
" Jne

< £5/2\\ve\\%2 fe +£4 [ G*Ve d[l,
" Jn,

where f£ = 2||,\'n0\oe I\l* 0 as £ -> 0. To conclude,
2 2

(/ckl"*) + (^j (Gv*)ve d/ij <£\\v£\\LsJ£ + h£, (5.9)

with
2

P+l

h£ = yj 1 dsj + y£4 J G~ v£ d/i J . (5.10)

3. Show that h£ can be compensated by g£: We consider first the radiation terms. If
fn £~lG*v£ d^i —> 0 as £ —> 0, then

(z4[ G*v£ dfi\ - f {\u2\3u2 - \ui\3u1)G*v£dfi
\ «/ / J £le / r- 1 1 \

2 (5-11)
< e2 ( f £~1G*v£dfi) <£\\ve\\Ls f£,
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where f£ —> 0 as e —> 0. Thus, we may assume J*0 e~1G*vs d/j, —> Ci > 0. Then, since
£_1G*?;e —> G*1 in Q0, there is E\ > 0 such that fQ G*ld/j, is strictly positive. Now,
we claim that there is £q > 0 such that, for all £ < £q,

e / G*v£dfx\ - / (|tt2| u2 - |ui| ui)G*vedji <0. (5.12)
Jne J Jnc

If (5.12) is not true, we may choose arbitrarily small e such that
2

/ £~1G*Vedfl) > / (\U-2\3U2 — \ui\3lLi)£~1G*VE d[l
'ae J J a.

> / (\u2\ u2 — |ui| u\)e G*vedfi
J QEl

> C2£i I e~1G*v£df.i
J f2ei

>C2ei [ G*ldfjb = C3>0,

which is a contradiction. Using similar arguments, we see that

(^J Cke|P+1^S^ - J (\u2\P~1U2-\u1\P~1U1)vEds<£\\vE\\L5^fe,

when £ is small enough.
4. Show that /i(fio) + £(fio) + T(^o) = 0: The steps 1-3 imply that

hehl - e^£
when £ is small enough. Hence

\ 1/5

(5.13)

/i(n£) = £ 1 £5 df^j <£ IMl*•< fe -»• 0.

This is a contradiction, since also —> £f(^o) > 0- Therefore, /x(f2o) = 0. From this
fact it is straightforward to deduce £(fJo) = 7(^o) = 0. □

6. Boundedness of solutions. The following result is useful, for example, in analys-
ing linearised conductive-radiative equations. Let us stress that if the source term / does
not depend on the radiative coefficients, then the bound M given by Theorem 5 is
independent of the radiative properties of A U E. We recall that <j> and ip are called sub-
and supersolutions of (2.2), respectively, if

<<?&«} <(/,«) wev+,
(Qip,v) > (f,v) Vv e V+,

where V+ = {v 6 V : v > 0}.

Theorem 5. Suppose that the right-hand side of (2.2) satisfies

(f,v)= [ hvdx+ [ f2vds
Jn Jsuan
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with fi £ LPl(fi) and fa € LP2(E U dfl) for p\ > 3/2 and P2 > 2. Then there exists a
bound M such that

(i) if u is a subsolution, then

ll'«+l|L~(n) + llu+IU°°(nuan) < ^^(llu+l|H1(n)1/);
(ii) if u is a supersolution, then

llu IU°°(i2) + llu IU~(Euan) < M(\\u ||//i(n),/);
(iii) if u is a solution of (2.2), then

IMIl°°(q) + IMU°°(£uan) < M(\\u\\Hi(n),/)•
Proof. We use the technique of Moser iteration; see Gilbarg and Trudinger [6]. Assume

first that u is a subsolution. Let a > 1 and define B : M+ —> M+ by B(t) = ta. Set
itfc = min{it+, k}, k > 0, and define

*(«*) = £\B'(t)fdt = ul"-1.

Clearly for fixed k. 4>(t/fc) € V+.
We claim first that

f \u\pu$(uk) ds + f (G\u\3u)Q(u,k) dfj, > 0. (6.1)
Jr Jaus

The term on F is clearly positive. Note that

(G\u\3u. <E>(ufc))M = (Gi4-$(ufc))M - (Gui,$(ufc))M,

where

-(Gut,$(uk))r = -<ui,$(«fc)>M + (Hut,Huk))n > 0

since ui<£(ufc) = 0 and Hu4_ > 0. Furthermore,

(Gu4+,^(uk))^ > {Gu%,ula-X)^ = {Gulula-l), + {G{ui+-ut),ula-1)^

Denote next r = (2a + 3)/4 and s = (2a + 3)/(2a — 1). Then

(Gui,v*>-% > (\\u4Z<r - II^IUjHu^lU.)
> (||Wfc||i4r " lltflM^lll^^Ill^4) > 0.

Finally, since

u4+ - u4k = (u\ - k4)+,
2a-l _ _(,.2a
k — V"+

we have

ul0"1 = -(u3?-1 - k2a~l)~ + k2a~\

(G(u4+-u4k),u2ka 1)fl = (u\ - u$., Gk2a 1+ ^/c' w /M

4 Z-^+ ^i2a_1 -,i2a_1^-<(„«-uiTT)*
,2_a-1_u2a-1)-/;i+ - fc4)+, (4Q_1 - > o.
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The first term above is positive since G1 > 0. In the second term the product of the
positive and negative part is zero and the positivity of the third term follows from the
positivity of H. Accordingly, (6.1) holds.

The rest of the proof is fairly standard. Using estimate (6.1), we find that

/Jn
aijdiudj$(uk) dx < (f,$(uk)) (6.2)

>
since it is a subsolution. Moreover,

/ aijdiudj$(uk) dx = / a,ijdiUkdjUkB'(uk)2 dx > C / \VB(uk)\2dxjq. Jq Jq
since the operator A is strictly elliptic and \7$(uk) = 0 when u uk. Denote next
S = EU d£l. Since B(uk) € we have

l|5K)||£a(n) + < Ci Qf IVB(uk)l2 dx + ̂  \B(uk)I2 ds

(f,$(uk))+ [ \B{uk)\2 dx\ ,
V J Q J

<C2
(6.3)

where C2 does not depend on a or k. Set next p* = min{pi,6} and choose 91 and q2
such that l/p* + l/qi = 1, 1 /p2 + l/q2 = 1. Then

■+^-''2a 1 dr)
(6.4)

fi$(uk) + \B{uk)\2 dx < a2 f (fi+u+)u2k
s J Q

< a2||/i + u+llLp*(n)llufcaIU9i(n),
where ||w+||Lp*(n) < C|lu+Iltf1(^)- Similarly, we see that

Jj2$(uk)ds < a2 ds < Q2||/2||z,p2(s)ll^a|lL,2(E)- (6-5)

Now, from (6.3)-(6.5) we get

IMz?.(n) + ll«fcll^.(g) < a2C4(||Ufc||2L^1(n) + ||«fc||^(g)). (6.6)
Since C4 does not depend on k, we can set k —* 00, so that the above inequality holds
for u+. Set next r = 2qx and s = 2q2 and choose x = min{6/r,4/s} > 1. Then

||w+||LrxQ(fi) ^ C(^)llu+llL6a(f2)) ll^+llx,»*a(E) — llU+ IIl4c«(S)'
and thus

||u+||Lrx<»(f2) + ||tt+||L.xe,(£;) < (QC5)1/a:(||u+||ira(n) + ||u+||L,a^). (6.7)

L°°-estimates of u+ now follow by iteration of (6.7). Namely, we take a — xm, m =
0,1,2,..., so that

llu+ llLrxm+1 (fi) IILsxm+1 (£) — (^5X ) (llu+llz,rxm(fi) + ll^+ II(£))
< C5 XT?(II'"'+ llz-'-(O) + llu+ IILS(E))'

where

n=0 n=0
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Therefore, the claim (i) follows by letting m —> oo. The claims (ii) and (iii) follow by
replacing u with —u. □

7. Time dependence. Radiation propagates at the speed of light and, hence, the
radiative transfer is instantaneous compared to heat conduction and convection. Con-
sequently, we may formulate the time-dependent conductive-radiative problem as: for
/ G X* and uq G L2(Q), we seek u G W such that

(u'(t), v)v + (Qu(t), v)v = (f(t), v)v, (7.1)
w(0) = u0, (7.2)

for all v G V and almost all t G [0, T]. For simplicity we have set heat capacity equal to
one and chosen p = 1 in the definition of the local heat flux term on F.

This problem is nontrivial since for the Galerkin method we need an a priori estimate
in the space L5(0,T;L^) which, in general, does not follow from the coercivity of the
stationary operator Q : V —> V* (see Theorem 3). Metzger [12] solved this problem by
assuming additionally that ||//|| < 1, which restricts the analysis to radiative systems
without enclosures. Here we adopt a different point of view by assuming slightly more
regularity from the data, which allows us to derive the desired a priori estimate via Moser
iteration.

Our idea is to solve first an auxiliary problem for which the a priori estimate in
L5(0,T; L®) trivially holds: fix e > 0 and seek ue such that

(u'e(t),v)v + {Que(t),v)v+e I \uE(t)\3ue(t)vdfi = {f(t),v)v, (7.3)

u(0) = u0, (7.4)

for all v G V and almost all t G (0,T). Then, we will prove with Moser-type arguments
that the auxiliary problem is in L5(0,T;L^) independently of e > 0, which allows us to
deduce that ue converges to a solution of the original problem. We note that if ||i/|| < 1,
then the existence of solutions without any additional regularity assumptions follows
from the analysis of the auxiliary problem.

Let us introduce first some notation and outline the basic properties of the function
spaces X, X* and W. Throughout this section we shall use the following abbreviations:

(u,v) = (u,v)v, (u,v) = (u,v)L2(o), LP(B) = Lp(0,T; B).

We equip the space X with the norm

IMk - IMIl^h1^)) + IMIl5(l5).
To define the norm for X*, we note that each w G X* can be written as w — u + v with
u G L2{H\n)*) and v G L5/4(L^/4) ; see [5]. Therefore, we can define

IMU* = +11^11^/4(4/4)},
and finally, we define the norm of W as

IMIw-' = \\u\\x + llu'llx*-
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The most important properties of the space W are summarized in the following lemma.
Gajewski et al. [5, Chapter IV] analysed a similar space where a Hilbert space was used
instead of L5. Nevertheless, the proofs given in [5] apply also in this case, although the
assertions there are not stated in the generality needed here.

Lemma 10. The spaces X, X*, and W are reflexive Banach spaces. Furthermore, the
embedding W C C([0, T}\ L2(S})) is continuous and the following integration by parts
formula holds:

(u(t),v(t)) - (u(s),v(s)) = J (u'(z),v(z)) + (v'(z),u(z))dz,

for all it, v 6 W and s, t G [0, T], s < t.

The most important properties of the stationary operator Q : V —> V* readily extend
to the time-dependent case.

Lemma 11. The operator Q : X —> X* is bounded and pseudomonotone.

Proof. From the boundedness of A and G together with the Holder inequality, it
follows that there is a constant C > 0 such that

||Qu||x* < C,{|M|i2(£ri(C)) + IMI1s(l=)} vu G x.

Further, A : X —> X* is monotone because A : V ^ V* is monotone.
To prove pseudomonotonicity of the radiation part, let Ui —>■ u weakly in X. Then

\ui\3ui |u|3u weakly in L5/4(0, T; L°J4), by the arguments of Lemma 7. Hence

lim [ (G\ui\3ui,v)adt = [ (G\u\3u,v)udt Vv e X.
^°° Jo Jo

Thus, Fatou's lemma implies

limj_>on(G|M,;[3M,:,H,; - v)x

fT   rT
> limj-^oo / (G\ui\ dt-lim (G\ui\3ui,v}l_ldt

Jo Jo
fT [T> / lim,;_>no{Gl|ni| Ui,Ui)l, dt - lim / {G\ui\3ui: v)u dt

Jo i—*oo Jo

> I (G\u\3u,u)lldt — f (G\u\3u,v)^dt,
Jo Jo

where we used the pseudomonotonicity of G\u\3u : V —> V*. □
7.1. Auxiliary problem. To introduce the Galerkin equation for the auxiliary problem

(7.3)-(7.4), let {wi,w2,... } be a basis in V, define Vn = span{u;i,..., wn} and set

n

Un{t) = ^2ckn(t)wk. (7.5)
k=1
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Then, we seek un £ W such that

(u'n{t),wj) + (Qun(t), wj) +e J \un(t)\3un(t)wjdn = < ), (7.6)

«„(0) = M„oeV„, (7.7)

for j = 1,..., n, where uno is chosen such that uno —> Uo in L2(Q) as n —* oo.

Lemma 12. Let uq £ L2(Q), f e A'* and suppose un is a solution of (7.6)-(7.7). Then
there exists a constant C > 0, independent of n, such that

!K||x < C, (7.8)
WQunWx- < C, (7.9)

Qmax^ ||u„(t)||L2(fi) < C. (7.10)

Proof. We multiply (7.6) by Cjn(t) and sum for j = 1,... ,n, so that

(Un , t£n) -(- (Qun, U-n} ~t~ £ ^ |^n | (f i ̂ n) • (7-11)

Then, since

(un,un) — (un,un) — ^ ^ Hun|lL2(f2)

integration of (7.11) from 0 to t gives

rt rt
un(t) Ili3f(n)+2 J (Qun,un) ds + 2e J \\un\\\^ds

= ll«n(0)HlS(n)+2 [ (/,un)ds. (7.12)
JO

Therefore, (7.10) is valid provided (7.8) holds.
By Theorem 3, there is a constant 0 > 0 such that

fT rT
2

/o JO
Furthermore, applying the inequality

' [ (Qumun) ds > 2 f 0(||itn||^ — 1) ds > 20||un||^2(^i(fj)) 26T. ("T3)
Jo 7o

a& < A b —, - + - = 1, a,b > 0, A > 0,
P Q P q

and writing / = /j + /2, /i G L2(/f1(fi)*), /2 £ L5/4(L5J4), we have

2/ (f,un)ds = 2 (fi,un)Hi(u)ds + 2 (f2,un)^ds
Jo Jo Jo

< 2||Un||J[/2(Hl(n))||/l||L2(ff1(n),) + 2||un||L5(L5)||/2||J-5/4(L5/4) (7-14)

< ^Ilun|ll2(/i-i(f2)) + ^Wll/llli2^1^)*) + ^C6") 11/2•
Hence, collecting estimates (7.12), (7.13), and (7.14), we arrive at (7.8). Using the
boundedness of Q, the estimate (7.10) follows at once from (7.8). □

Lemma 13. There exists a solution for the auxiliary problem (7.3)-(7.4).
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Proof. For simplicity, we shall denote the solution candidate by u instead of u£.
1. Existence of solutions for Galerkin equation (7.6)-(7.7). The Galerkin equation can

be interpreted as a system of ordinary differential equations, and, hence, the existence of
solutions can be deduced from the theorem of Caratheodory [23]. To apply this theorem,
we need to note the following:

(i) If v(t) is a solution of (7.6)-(7.7), then ||w(i)||i2(Q) < C by (7.10).
(ii) The mapping t i—> (Qv,Wj) is measurable on (0,T) and for all v G Vn.

(iii) The mapping v >—> (Qv,Wj) is continuous on Vn.
Let {un} be a sequence of solutions of (7.6)-(7.7). Then, according to Lemma 12, there
exist u G X, w G X*, and z G L2(£l) such that un u weakly in X, Qun —*■ w weakly in
X*, and un(t) —^ z weakly in L2(Q) as n —> oo.

2. Show that

(z, tp(T)v) - (u0,ip{0)v) = [ (f(t) — w(t),ip(t)v) + (ip'(t)v,u(t)) dt, (7.15)
J o

for all xp € C°°[0,T] and v e V. First, let ip(t) G C°°[0,r] and v G Vm, m < n. Then,
integrating by parts,

(un(T),ip(T)v) - (un{0),tp{0)v)

= [ {u'nit)^{t)v) + {fp'{t)v,Un(t))dt
Jo

= [ (fit) - Qun(t),1p(t)v) + (lp'(t)v,Un(t)) dt
Jo

= (/ - Qun,1pv)x + (lp'v,Un)x-

Thus, letting n —> oo we get

(z,ip(T)v) - (uo,i/j(0)v) = (/ - w,ifjv)x + (■ip'v,u)x Vv e [jvm.
m

Because (Jm Vm is dense in V, this formula holds for all v £ V.
3. Prove next that u, w, z satisfy

u' + w = f, u G W, (7-16)
u(0) = Mo, u(T) = z. (7.17)

From (7.15) it follows that

/ (f{t)-w(t),v)ip(t)dt = ~ [ (v,u(t))ij\t)dt, (7.18)
Jo Jo

for all ip G C°°(0,T). This means that u' exists and it' = f — w G X*. Hence also u G W.
Furthermore, integration by parts gives

{u{T),tp(T)v) - {u(0),tp(0)v) = [ (u'(t),ip(t)v) + (ip'(t)v,u(t)) dt (7.19)

for all ip G C°°[0, T], v G V. Therefore, (7.15) and (7.19) imply

(u(T),i/}(T)v) - (u{0),ip{0)v) = (z, ip{T)v) - (u0, ip{0)v), (7.20)

so that u(T) = z and u(0) = uq.
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4. Finally, prove that Qu = w. Since Q : X —> X* is pseudomonotone, it satisfies the
so-called condition (M); see Zeidler [23, Ch. 27]. This means that the weak convergence
of un and Qun together with

lim n-too (Qun, un) < (w,u) (7.21)

imply that Qu = w.
Integrating by parts we have

or

Therefore,

\(\Wn{T)Wh(n) ~ IM0)||!2(n)) = J (u'n{t),un(t))dt

— I (f Q^ni ^n) df
Jo

(Qun,un)x = (f,un)x + §(||Wn(0)||i2(n) - \\u„{T)\\2L2{n)).

lim n^oo (Qun, un} < (f,u)x + |(l|w(0)|||2(n) - \\u(T)\\2L2{Q))

as un(0) —> u(0) and ||u(T)|U2(n) < lim ||u»(r)|| r.^ipy This implies (7.21) since

§(ll«(o)|li,2(n) - ll«(r)B»2(n)) = ^ («',«) dt = (w - f,u)x-

Consequently, Qu — w. □
7.2. Existence of solutions for the original problem.

Lemma 14. Suppose uq g L5(f2) and assume that

f(t) e L2((0,T) x fi) + L5+s{L5/3+s(£ U D) (7.22)

for some fixed 6 > 0. Then there exists a constant C > 0, independent of e, such that
the solution of (7.3)-(7.4) satisfies 1111 w < C-

Proof. Clearly u'e is bounded in X* provided that uE is bounded in X. Furthermore,
arguing as in the proof of Lemma 12, we easily see that ||u£||x/2(y) < C independent of
e. Hence, it suffices to prove that

T rT
IIUE■(t) Ilia dt < C f ||ue(t)||i5(n) + IM^IIl^E) dt

" Jo
is bounded uniformly in e. Actually, we shall prove a stronger statement:

ll^e II L25/3((0,T) xf2) + llue||L5(L10(Eur)) < C(f,U0, || m|| £,2( V)) ■ (7.23)

We use a Moser-type argument to derive a bound for (u£) + ; the proof for (u£)~ is similar.
To keep the presentation simple, we henceforth denote uE simply by u and define B(t),Uk,
and $(«&) as in Theorem 5.

Suppose next that u is a subsolution of (7.3)-(7.4), i.e., u(0) = ito and

(u'(t),v) + (Qu(t),v) +e J \u(t)\3u(t)v < (f(t),v) \/v>0,veV.
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Then, choosing v = <J>(u/c), we have

(u\ $(«*)} + C\\B(uk)\\2Le{n) + C\\B(uk)\\lH^ < (/, $(Ufe)> + C||B(«fe)|a(n)

as in Theorem 3. We integrate next from 0 to t and send k —> oo. Then

L2(n) dt

—>C{a)( f f (/ + u+)u+a_1 dx dt + f f fu2"~l dx dt
\Jo Jn Jo Jsur

(7.24)

and

(u',$(uk))dt-> [ (u',$(u+))dt

' r d 2a(— C(a) I J —u_^{t)dxdt
o J si

— C(a)(\\u°[_(t) 11^2(^2) — IIK)+||L2(n)).
Hence, collecting the previous estimates,

llU+ll L~(L2(f2)) + llu+llL2(L6(n)) + llu+lll2(L4(Eur))
< C{a)(yCi\\u2^ 1||l"i(L'J2(q)) + C2||w+q ^^(^(sur)) + C3)

(7.25)

with

Ci = 11/ + u+llLPi(LP2(n)), C2 = ||/||LP3(LP4(sur)), C3 = ||(uo)+ lll2(n)'

where the pairs of conjugate exponents Pi, qu i = 1,..., 4, are to be determined. We can
further interpolate between the norms so that

IML10/3((0,T)xfi) ̂  C(IMU~(L2(n)) + |Mk2(L6(fi)))

for all v € L°°(L2(fl)) n L2(L6(fi)); see [1]. Now, the assertion follows by iteration of
(7.25) if the constants Ci are finite and the powers of u+ are greater on the left-hand
side of (7.25) than on the right-hand side for all 1 < a < 5/2. Namely, we require

10/3 >«i(2a-1), 10/3 > q2{2a - 1), 2 > g3(2a - 1), 4 > qA{2a - 1).

Clearly such pl: Qi can be found if uq and / have assumed regularity. Note also that the
terms on the right-hand side of (7.25) can be bounded by |M|/,2(y) when a = 1, and
hence the bounding constant in (7.23) does not depend on e. □

Remark 7.1. Lemma 14 could be slightly generalized. Namely, the iteration of (7.25)
and hence the entire Lemma 14 are still valid if

f(t) e L\L5+S(n)) + L5+5{L^+\n)) + l5+5(l5/3+s(e u an)).

Nevertheless, the assumption (7.22) provides a reasonable compromise between generality
and clarity of the proof.

Theorem 6. Suppose that either the hypotheses of Lemma 14 hold or ||//|| < 1. Then
there exists a solution for (7.1)-(7.2).
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Proof. Assume first the regularity required in Lemma 14. Then from the a priori
estimate of Lemma 14 it follows that the sequence {ue} is bounded in W. Hence there
is u G W such that uE —^ u weakly in W as e —> 0. Repeating the arguments of Lemma
13, it is easy to see that u solves (7.1)—(7.2).

On the other hand, if \\H\\ < 1, then

(Qu,u) > C(||u||^i(n) + Hullis),
which allows us to deduce the existence via the Galerkin method as in Subsection 7.1. □

7.3. Uniqueness and comparison principle.

Theorem 7. Let u\ and U2 be solutions of (7.1)-(7.2) corresponding to the right-hand
sides /i,/2 £ X* and initial data € L2(fl) satisfying

(/i - f2,w)x >0 Vw>0, zoeW,
(uq — Uq, v) > 0 Vv > 0, v e Lr(i1).

Then U\ > U2 almost everywhere in Q x (0, T) with respect to measures Cl x £n, C1 x /x,
and C1 x 7. Consequently, the solution of (7.1)—(7.2), if it exists, is unique.

Proof. The proof is essentially the same as in the stationary case. The only difference
is that instead of defined in the proof of Theorem 4, we are now interested in the set

{{x,t) eS!x [0 ,T] : u\{x,t) < 112(0;,i)},

which we claim to be of measure zero.
For any t 6 [0,T] we define £lo(t), £lE(t), and vs(x,t) as in Sec. 5. Now, our aim is to

prove that

f fi(fl£(t))dt= f f dfidt
J0 Jo Jne(t)

Ve5 dn I dt/ •(/ ne(t) J

"£_1 L
< E~lC\T)\\ve\\L2(L5) —> 0.

This is done by showing that

/ II^eIIl5 dt < C / / a,ijdiV£djVe dxdt
Jo M Jo Jn

T / \ ^ T / \ ~
+ C f f f C|i>e|p+1 ds J dt + C f f f GVcVsd[x\ dt

Jo \Jr / Jo \JAns /
and

/ / aijdiVedjVedxdt <e\\ve\\L2(L*)fe ~ 9e, {7.26)
Jo Jn

I (^lU£lP+lds) + Gvtve dv) dt < £\\ve\\L2{L^)fe + h£, (7.27)
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where /£ —> 0 and h£ — g£ can be ignored for sufficiently small e.
The derivation of the estimates (7.26) and (7.27) is done as in Sec. 5 except for adding

integration over (0, T) to all terms. The major difference is the appearance of the time
derivative when deriving (7.26). However, this additional term can be handled in the
following manner. First, we integrate by parts

-[ (*4(0 - u[(t),vs(t)) dt = [ (u2 - ui,v'e)dt - (u2(T) - ui(T),ve(T)).
Jo Jo

Since u2 — u\ = v£ in Qo{t) \ fl£(t) and v'e(t) = 0 in the complement of f2o(t) \ fl£(t), we
have

[ (ii2 — ui,v'e) dt — [ (ve,v'£)dt=^-(v£(T),v£(T)),
Jo J 0 z

and therefore,

-jf (u'2-u'1,v£)dt = (ve(T),^v£(T)-(u2(T)-Ul(T))j <0.

Hence, the additional term can be ignored and derivation of the comparison principle
can be completed as in the proof of Theorem 4. □
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